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It’s coming: ALTA’s website has a new look and will soon be ready to make its debut on the web.
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VCTT RISES TO THE
CHALLENGE, RALLIES
VOLUNTEERS

Volunteer recruitment has had
some challenges this year. Just
when it seemed there would be a
small training session, ALTA got a
call at the beginning of February
from Volunteer Centre of Trinidad
and Tobago (VCTT) President
Giselle Mendez offering to partner
with ALTA to sustain our tutor base
with a recruitment plan. At the
time, ALTA still needed almost half
of our annual 100 volunteers to be
interviewed, start observation and
agree to be trained.
The VCTT team hit the ground
running to meet the deadline and
met with Paula to find out more
about ALTA’s volunteer needs. In
April/May the VCTT team also
filmed their entire effort for a new
TV series promoting volunteerism
in partnership with the 2Cents
Movement.

New Look for ALTA Website
Anyone visiting ALTA’s website recently (www.alta-tt.org) would
have found a strange message about the site being unavailable.
Don’t worry. The site has been temporary disabled to make way
for the redesigned ALTA website, set to be launched in Term 3.
The new layout, with more colour and photos, are in step with
ALTA’s move to increase our use of information technology.
ALTA’s remodeled home on the web will continue to have all the
tutor resources and information for those wanting to know
more about our programmes — plus additional features. The
new site will allow persons interested in volunteering or
donating to make contact directly through the site, and to follow
our social media pages at the click of a mouse.
The last website redesign was done around 2000, before many
of the ubiquitous features of the internet like Facebook and
YouTube appeared. Jesse Bartoo, who came on board as part of
the UWI team working on ALTA Online, has been working with
Sarah to successfully ‘migrate’ the site to a modern format.

ALTA Online lessons get ready for testing

With just four weeks the team had
a tall order to fill. To date, seven
VCTT volunteers are observing at
venues in POS, South and Arima.
ENERGY AWARD MENTION

ALTA was among three finalists at
the 2015 Energy Conference
Awards for its first ever NGO
Award for Good Governance. Veni
Apwaan won the top spot, but
ALTA received special mention,
and a video on ALTA’s work was
played during conference breaks.

ALTA Online, a new interactive model of the ALTA teaching
Programme, is getting ready for its first phase of testing. Over
the last year Paula has led a team, versed in the ALTA classroom
model, in adapting the Level 1 A Programme lessons. The new
format will deliver both the teaching and exercise activities of
the books via computer.
ALTA recorded instructions, created videos and new graphics to
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ALTA CALENDAR ACTIVITIES

deliver each of the skill areas — only possible through the
TRAINING: NEW TUTORS
expertise of Brenda DeSilva, Cliff Seedansingh, CNMG Radio
8:15am—4:00pm
Production Unit and Citadel Radio. Together with a software
APR
MAY
developer and a team of UWI computer engineers, the pilot Venue
Belmont
18,25 2,9,16,23
lesson (Book 1A, Disaster Be Prepared) was completed in March.
In this first phase of testing ALTA will be evaluating the site
usability. In each of the two categories below, we need at least
60 persons willing to respond to a feedback survey (either online
or paper). If you or any of your students meet any of the
following criteria, contact Joanne to register as a test subject.
Computer users: (use the computer more than twice/wk)

Tutors

Students

Persons who are neither ALTA students nor tutors
Non-computer users (or occasional use)

Tutors

Students (should be interested to try the computer)

Persons who are neither ALTA students nor tutors
Testing will begin in Term 3 and volunteers are also needed to
collect the responses/feedback from these test sessions.
Computers at the Belmont and San Fernando offices will be the
first testing sites, and we are working on other locations like
libraries or schools. The Servol Life Centre in Cascade has
already given the green light to begin testing ALTA Online with
students using iPads made available to them. We encourage
tutors to try ALTA Online using their own computers. Contact
Joanne to ensure your feedback gets to ALTA.
For the second phase of testing, which will begin after Bk 1 is
finished (or by July, whichever comes first), candidates will begin
using the programme as a learning tool. Ideal candidates for this
phase are Beginner students promoted to L1 and L1 repeaters.
Please submit names of students meeting this criteria before the
end of Term 3. Likewise, if you know any university students
who will commit to assisting students and recording feedback
over the vacation, email altapos@alta-tt.org
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Sat

Arima
Tues

21,28

5,12,19,26

San F’do
Thur

23,30

7,14,21,28

REFRESHERS 2015:8am-4pm

Tutors, we want you teaching at
ALTA next year! Tell your
coordinator as soon as possible if
you are continuing and choose one
of the dates below to attend.
Office
Belmont

Dates
Sat 15, Tues 18,
Wed 26 Aug Lev 1 & 2

South

Sat 22 Aug Lev 1 & 2

Belmont

Sat 5 Sept Lev 3

Belmont

Fri 11 & Sat 12 Sept
All Beginner tutors

Term 3: Mon 13 April – Fri 3 July.
Student Evaluation Training:
Mar 16 - May 2 Coordinators and
tutors review student evaluations
and end-of-year procedures.
BRAIN GAMES

This National Geographic series
reveals how brains process
information related to topics like
stress, addiction, competition, food,
trust and language. Tutors may find
tips to help students—and
ourselves! Look for Brain Games on
cable TV, (National Geographic
Channel) YouTube and online.
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BOCAS
WRITERS
RETURN TO
ALTA
June 2015

The authors who read in
November will be joined by new
writers from the Bocas Lit Fest in
another round of readings at
ALTA Reading Circles in June.
Organizers of the literary festival
are busy preparing for the 5th
and biggest-ever annual event,
Apr 29-May 3, but have added
five new writers to participate in
the June series. Among them are:
Sharon Millar, winner of the
prestigious 2013 Commonwealth
Short Story Prize. Her debut
collection of short stories The
Whale House will be launched at
the 2015 NGC Bocas Lit Fest
David Robert Gomez, is author of
the novels House on Cumana
Point and Behind the Narrow
Street, a love story set against the
historical background of life
during WWII in T & T.
RSA Garcia, will share his debut
novel Lex Talionis, a science
fiction mystery published in 2014
which received a star review from
Publisher's Weekly.
All tutors and students are
welcome, with a special invee to
those who missed this unique
event the last time. A schedule
will be sent to class coordinators
in April.

Reading Circle Writers series a big success
The seven writers, who shared
Belmont
their work at ALTA’s Reading
Circles during November 2014,
must’ve been surprised to
draw such an enthusiastic
crowd without the media blitz
of the Bocas Lit Fest.
Coordinators, tutors, reading
guides and students turned out in their numbers for their special visit,
as all venues reported an excellent turnout thanks to the tireless work
of tutors and coordinators, who extended warm hospitality to the
special guests in some cases providing a small token of appreciation.
By far the most successful
was the sell-out crowd (50
students, 15 tutors) at
Arima Boys’ RC who were
spilling out into the
corridors and peeking
through ventilation blocks
to hear Lyndon Baptiste
read 4½ stories from his
book “Boy Days”. Carolyn did a great job of rounding everyone up and
meeting Mr Baptiste to take him to the venue. Mr Baptiste felt the
overwhelming support of students as they engaged him in discussions
about his stories, which made every tutor/guide beam with pride. He
met an equally appreciative audience when he visited Curepe Holy
Saviour, many braving the weather to attend. As he was limited to only
one hour, he promised he would visit again.
Arima

In Belmont and Nalis POS Lisa Allen Agostini and Barbara Jenkins had
similar experiences. Barbara Jenkins enjoyed her visit so much that she
read at three Reading Circles. In Barbara’s email to ALTA, she reflected,
“Your initiative showed me that the real audience for the ordinary,
everyday stories in my collection is your reading groups. I was very
touched by the response of listeners, not only the older ones who
revelled in the memories the stories brought back, but also the
younger ones who could relate to the situations in the stories. Many
listeners said they wanted to tell their own stories.”
4
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In Point Fortin, Michael
Pt Fortin
Cozier was greeted by an
audience of 18 students
and 7 tutors/guides,
some coming from as far
as La Brea. Mr. Cozier
read excerpts from his
three books, Forward
Ever Backward Never,
Bend Foot Bailey, and
Putting Up a Resistance. For one of the stories he read, he decided to
stop short of the end, but the students were so interested
and involved that they begged him to tell the end. Not only was the
session enjoyable but students willingly asked the writer questions
without prompting from tutors. Students who had not yet begun
attending Reading Circle expressed interest in doing so.
The success of the event cannot only be measured in the great
feedback from the writers themselves, but also from the renewed
interest in Reading Circles by students and tutors. Bocas Lit Fest 2014
ended in May, but for writers visiting Reading Circles, they found an
equally appreciative audience in November.

Two Join ALTA Regional Coordinator Team
With ALTA’s expansion, the 3 original regions of North,
East and South/Central have become 7 regions. In
2012, Mid-East took over part of East and North and
has thrived under Lilian Ramsaroop’s management.
North, being twice as big as other
regions, is now divided into POS East
Karen
and West. Paula continues in POS
West until a replacement can be found, but Karen
Campbell has taken on POS East. Karen is a
coordinator, and volunteer tutor for 12 yrs strong,
Jacqueline
who took the lead with the Laventille class. In
January ALTA found the ideal person to take over South. Jacqueline
Rawlins became a tutor upon retiring from the Agri Dev Bank 2 years
ago and has put her great management and people skills to work.
Gloria Ferdinand is glad to return to managing the South West region.
5

ALTA TUTOR MEETING
JUNE 27th 9am - 12noon
Venue: Belmont Training Room

This year, a special presentation of
ALTA Online will be made by
members of the team who have
been working to make this a reality.
Tutors will see, first-hand, and have
the chance to comment on the
programme’s design, in preparation
for testing with current students
and before it “goes live” on the
internet for public access.
Remember to bring eats
or drinks to share!
SPONSORSHIPS & DONATIONS

ALTA enjoyed unprecedented
goodwill from AS Bryden when it
was chosen as the beneficiary
charity of its Johnny Walker Blue
Label Auction in December. The
select gathering surpassed the
target to raise $100,000 for ALTA.
Special thanks to William LucieSmith, Richard Gordon (Horizons
Art Gallery), Michelle Matouk, Lisa
Sarjeant-Gonzales, and Susan Dayal
who generously donated items for
the auction.
Thank you also to Massy Stores for
sharing the Gift of Reading with 50
of its customers in their Christmas
cards, each sponsoring a student
for 1 term.
Eric Solis Marketing Ltd. stepped in
to generously donate a new printer
to the Arima branch office.
Mario’s Pizza donated incentive
vouchers for our Youth Lit. students
for the fourth year running.
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READING COMPANION ENDS

IBM has announced that its reading
programme Reading Companion will
officially be taken offline on
December 11, 2015. This means that
all users will have access to the
software until that time once they
have a user name to sign in.
In 2011 ALTA was granted access to
Reading Companion, an online
library of books suited to emerging
readers for reading practice using
special voice recognition software.
Since then, Reading Circle students
at Belmont, Nalis POS and San
Fernando have been able to log on
to the site with account sign in
assisted by reading guides. These
students gave us the first signs of
how computers and the internet
could meet their literacy needs and
reaffirmed a desire to see ALTA
Online become a reality.
ALTA is ever grateful to IBM for
providing access to this software and
for the doors it has opened to a new
phase in programme delivery.

Level 3 Discovers ‘goldmine’ in Caribbean Beat
By Jeanette Williams, tutor,
Woodbrook Government Secondary
Sometimes, we find an article or story that can be
used in class to stimulate discussion and writing.
In the November/December edition of Caribbean Beat
was an interesting article, “Brown Gold”, which spoke
of the rebirth of the cocoa industry in T&T. We used it to develop
vocabulary, practise reading, apply study skills (map reading) and as
stimulus for a short descriptive writing exercise.
We began by acquainting the students with some of the words that
were specific to the account – chocolatiers, entrepreneurs, liqueur,
morsel, dilute. For the most part, the students were able to arrive at
the meanings from the context. Students took turns reading the
article out loud. As they read about a cocoa estate, we highlighted its
location on a large map of Trinidad. Students who knew the place
added further details. This sparked interest in the geography of our
island. Names they had merely heard e.g. Rancho Quemado of parang
fame, now became more real and students expressed interest in
visiting some of the places.
We then had a chocolate tasting period. Each student was given a
block of Sun Eaters Organics chocolate which was featured in the
picture that headed the article. They were told to savour it and write
a description of the experience, focusing on using adjectives.

It was interesting to see how they translated a sensory experience
into words. For two students, the taste of the chocolate evoked
GUARDIAN SERIES CONTINUES childhood memories which in one case were quite unpleasant.
Over 100 articles later, the Guardian Sharing these descriptions brought much laughter and discussion.
remains committed to delivering
Recommended Reading
ALTA’s message through Reading It’s
Micheallee James visited four Reading Circles in the
Life every Thursday. New tutors and
month of December to read from her book of poems
Reading Guides interested in
“I’m thinking”. The book’s message resonates with
contributing writing about their
ALTA students because Michaellee shares how similar
classroom encounters or offering
was her journey to literacy. The book is available at
advice to potential volunteers can
ALTA Belmont and in bookstores.
email sarahw@alta-tt.org.
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Making the Most of Team Teaching

BELMONT BOOK EXCHANGE

By M’aisha Thomas, tutor Reading for leisure has gone the
ALTA Belmont Office way of tablets and e-readers, but
for those avid readers who still
The ALTA programme is designed to facilitate the teaching of Levels 1
prefer paper and have run out of
and 2 in tandem. Ideally, where the classroom layout permits, these books to read, there is a designated
levels should share the same space and form an integrated unit.
bookcase in the reception area at
At times tutors may be apprehensive about using this method as they the Belmont office where you can
suspect it may lead to undue criticism from their peers, relinquishing pick up or leave used books/novels
of ‘authority’ over the class, or a slower paced session. However, with (no text books). Here’s a chance tp
preparation and practice, and a student-centred mindset, this does not free up space in your home and
have to be the case.
share good reads with fellow tutors,
As always in ALTA, the nurturing strategies applied to our students reading guides—even students as
should be extended to our co-tutors, in recognition that getting the Chaguanas Reading Circle
students closer to their reading and writing goals must be a collective reports that Level 3 graduates are
effort. This approach ensures that in the event that an individual avidly reading these novels.
weakness in skill delivery is highlighted, it is internalized as an SPONSOR A STUDENT GOES UP
opportunity to better the students’ experience, not as a personal The cost to Sponsor-a-Student or
attack. Where the pace of the class is concerned, recommended time give the “Gift of Reading” has been
increased to $200 (per term) and
limits for teaching elements still apply. (See pg, 10 A Prog. Tutor Bk)

Level 2 students benefit from this arrangement by having Level 1 $600 (academic year). Forms are
concepts reinforced, or being exposed to some they’ve missed, available on the website and at any
such as exposure to sight words. They are also able to strengthen ALTA office. Do encourage friends
their skills and practice by assisting their Level 1 colleagues, where and family to sponsor a student!
TEEN BOOKS FOR LOAN

possible.

The three winning books from the
Level 1s benefit from the shared classroom by exposure to
2014 Burt Award for Caribbean
concepts that are to come and having potential peer mentors. It
Literature were donated to ALTA
certainly eases their transition to Level 2.
from CODE, the agency behind the
For tutors, team teaching can lead to greater group cohesion, as award. CODE is keen to get people
classroom sessions must be planned in consultation. Naturally, a reading these books and has asked
greater degree of support and skill enhancement can occur through for feedback, so tutors looking for a
this process as tutors are able to learn from one another’s strengths good read for themselves, teens or
and improve weak areas.
able, regular Level 3 students —
So give team teaching a fair try! Enhance learning for students and once they are willing to fill out a
tutors alike! T.E.A.M = Together Everyone Achieves More. To share brief survey by Apr 24 — can pick
more classroom tips, tricks and hints, email M’aisha at: maishat@alta-tt.org up a loan copy at any ALTA office.
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The Complete Caribbean Teacher: Literacy
Book Review by Lystra Hazarie
S. Joel Warrican reaches out
to Caribbean literacy teachers with this book in a way
that ALTA tutors and reading
guides may appreciate.
Warrican starts off with an “opening buzz” in each
of the 12 chapters. The first thing that grabs your
attention is his retelling of an encounter similar to
that of Richard in our ALTA case studies: “The
young man… turned to me and asked if I could
help him fill out his immigration form.”
In 250 pages, the author discusses why literacy
development is necessary in the Caribbean, factors
to be considered when developing students’
literacy skills; and creating a literacy environment
to cater for the diverse needs of students. If this
sounds like familiar territory to those of us who
are privileged to assist the development of a literate society, it is.
Interestingly, in his study of literacy in the region,
he identified the following among the factors for
determining levels of literacy in the Caribbean:
 All who did not attend school or, for those
who attended secondary school, the results of
the Caribbean Secondary Education Certificate
(CSEC)
 The number of years citizens spend in formal
education system – minimum 4 years – therefore more than 4 years means you are literate.
 Equating high enrolment figures at primary
school to high attendance and literacy
 Asking individuals whether they are literate.
The author lists a number of benefits of having a
literate population in the Caribbean, such as
economic stimulation – people making more
meaningful contributions in the workplace; participation in the social and political arenas; decision
making; and heightening cultural sensibilities as
they “learn about themselves: their history, their
struggles as a people, and their accomplishments”.
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What makes this publication reader-friendly is
the author’s style of highlighting several features
meant to facilitate literacy teachers’ classroom
practice: the Opening Buzz sets the context for
each chapter; Coming Up lists the key topic
areas to be covered; Make It Happen covers
the practical implications of implementing the
theory in the classroom; in-text questions
prompt reflection and discussion on the topic
covered; Give It a Go suggests ideas and classroom activities linked to the theories covered;
Key Points summarises the preceding section in
the text; and the questions and activities at the
end of each chapter are meant help you check
your understanding of the ideas covered and put
them into practice.
For a quick read, try Chapter 5 – Making Sense
of the Written Word: Promoting Comprehension
Across the Grades, Chapter 6 – What Can I Say?
Communicating Ideas through Writing, and Chapter 11 – Assessment Matters. The assessment
principles offered in this chapter suggest that
informal Continuous Assessment should be:
 authentic – observe students in real-life
literacy behaviour
 purposeful – gather information with a
purpose
 aligned to curricular goals – what you want
the students to learn
 linked to instruction – use it to re-teach or
reinforce skills
 take into consideration students’ language and
cultural backgrounds – establish a sense of
fairness with students from varying backgrounds
 in partnership with students – sometimes
they know more about their strengths and
weaknesses than we do – guide them through
a self-assessment
 cautious – not one-off but continuous as the
student may be having an atypical day.
As Caribbean educators, let’s Give it a go!

